A new segmentation method of electroencephalograms by use of Akaike's information criterion.
Non-stationary EEGs, whose statistical properties change with time, were segmented into stationary segments to closely track the behavior of EEG characteristics. We have developed a new segmentation method of optimizing segmentation parameters by using AIC (Akaike's information criterion) as an objective criterion. We applied the segmentation method to EEGs. The instantaneous power spectra of EEGs estimated with wavelet transform were compared with the segmented EEGs. EEGs were recorded from F3, F4, C3, C4, P3, P4, 01 and 02 in 13 normal subjects. Artifact-free 15-s epochs were taken at each electrode location. Each epoch was divided into stationary segments, consisting of several fixed intervals, by optimizing 2 segmentation parameters (interval length and starting point) so that the sum of AICs for several sequences of segments could be the smallest. The EEG segmentation could represent differences in the power spectra between segments. The average length of segments during relaxed wakefulness was 6.0 +/- 3.8 s. The EEG segmentation during mental arithmetic could detect the start of mental arithmetic.